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SAFE STREETS SAFE CTTY: AN ANALYSIS

The committee has croseÌy followed the evorution of the
rrSafe Streets Safe Citytt initiatives since the original city
Council proposal of September 6, l-990, through police Commissioner

Brownrs report of october 1 and the Mayorrs initiative of October

2, L990, and the final joint proposal of the Mayor and city councir

of December 5, L990. The proposal is currently before the State

Legislature with respect to financing measures. The committee has

assumed, for purposes of thÍs report, that the pJ.an as proposed to
the Legislature will be funded. The committee did not evaluate

the feasibility of funding the program as proposed. Horn/ever, the
committee has recommended that certain aspects of the program which

night be at risk for budgetary reasons, be preserved as ultimately
cost effective. The committee has evaruated, in a generar wây,

the feasibirity of the police, crirninar justice, and crime

prevenÈion aspects of the proposed program, both in terms of the
planrs probable inpact on the courts and in the stated rel-ationship
of its various components. The committee leaves it to others to
assess the educational component of the p1an. Due to time

constraints and in deference to the Criminal Law Committee, the

cornmittee has not evaluated the legislative gun control
initiatives.

In issuing this report, the committee is acutely aware of the
current fiscal rinit,ations facing the state and the city. The

committee is eguatly aware of the current crisis in law enforcement

presented by the drug epidernic. The committee believes that this



dual crisis cornpels a nev¡ look at the criminal justice system, with
a view to increasing its cost effectiveness and its responsiveness

to the public safety and public welfare.

Àfter a careful review of the joint proposal of the Mayor and

the City Council to the State Legislature interviews with the

cityts commissioners of probation and corrections, representatives

of the deputy mayor for public safety, the Cityts office of
rnanagement and budget, the New York County OCA arraignment

coordinator, representatives of the police department and the

executive director of the Correctional Association, the comrnitteets

principal finding is that the alternatives to detention and

alternatives to incarceration set forth in the Safe Streets plan

are essential to an effective and fiscally sound response to the

current drug crisis and rnust be preserved despite the current
budget crisis.

ST'MMÀRY

The committee finds as follows:

L. That the proposed program is commendable in its scope,

in its objectives, and in its prioriÈies.

The program represents an effort at coordinated planning in
arl aspects of the criminal justice system, on a scale never

heretofore attempted. rnitiated by the perceived need for a

significant increase in the number of police officers available to
patrol the streets, the program as developed addresses not only

the numbers of police reguired to ensure the public safety, but
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also reevaluates the role that the police are assigned in the

community. ft attempts to integrate better the polj-ce with the
community, and to enable the police to better understand the
communityrs specific concerns. The program also attempts to assess

the means by which crime can be prevented through timery
intervention in the lives of children by education and counsellitg;
as well as through the delivery of preventive services both to
farnilies at risk economically, and to potential offenders at risk
due to substance abuse or to other disabilities.
The comrnittee also finds:

2. The proposed program will result in a substantiar
increase in the number of cases filed with the Crirninal Court of
the city and in the criminal term of the Staters Supreme Court.

This increase wilI have a disproportionate impact upon the courts
and upon the Department of Corrections.

3. The proposed program will reguire a substantial infusion
of resources into the court systern both ín judicial and nonjudicial
personnel and in physical facilities, exceeding the arready

overburdened and inadequate resources committed to the court system

to date. This infusíon of resources is prinarily the

responsibiJ-ity of state agencies beyond the contror of the city.
The costs of this increase are not refrected in the program.

4. The infusion of resources into the Departrnent of
Corrections required in order for that department to cope with new

case firings seems to be beyond the means of the department by any

realistic measure. Therefore, in order for the program to
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function, alternatives must be found to the incarcerat,ion of those

brought into the crirninar justice system, particularry those

detained pending trial and/or those arrested in connection with
minor controlled substance offenses.

DTSCUSSION

THE PROGRAM IS COMMENDABLE IN SCOPE

rn the past, when the numbers of porice on the street have

been substantially increased, as with the TNT program, the

resulting inf lux of ne!ìr cases has threatened to overwhelm the

rernainder of the criminal- justice system. The system is
notoriously underfinanced and operates at its maximum capacity at
all times. In the past five years case loads in the local crimj-nal

and family courts have increased several fold without proportionate

increases in funds, personnel or facilities. This plan recognizes

the need to coordinate any nevr increases in police with
proportionate increases in the operating budgets of arl other

agencies system wide. while, as indicated below, some of the

specific proposals seem to the committee to be inadequate to enable

some secfors of the system to cope with the anticipated infusion
of new cases, the approach is cornmendable.

THE PROGRÀM IS COMMENDABLE TN TTS OBJECTIVES

The rrcPoPrr program cal-rs for restructuring the police

Department to assign to civilian employees those functions that
are not directly law enforcement, êt significant cost savingsi to
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eliminate what has been called the trtyranny of gLl,'r by screening

radio calls so that patrol cars wiII respond only to those in need

of police assistance and will thus be able to spend more tine
addressing the problems they encounter; and to decentralize the

force so that individual comrnands have greater flexibility in
addressing the concerns of the community where they are sited.
This last principle is one aspect of a larger concept called

community policing, which seeks to involve members of the community

with the police by cultivating daily contact between patrol

officers and law abiding citizens in the community. Several

results are intended: the police will develop greater sensitivity
to the individual character of the cornmunity in which they operate

and thus be better able to determine law enforcement priorities;

the members of the community will be empowered through access to
the police in their community as individuals, instead of as an

anonymous presencei the police will have greater discretion in
dealing wiÈh the young offender, will make use of alternatives to
arrest and wilI develop crirne prevention strategies to involve the

young members of the cornmunity in constructive activities in a

friendly relationship with members of law enforcement. Regardless

of the actual impact the CPOP strategy has upon crime rates, the

conmittee finds a comrnunity oriented approach to police work

conmendable.
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THE PROGRÀM IS COMMENDABLE IN ITS PRIORITIES

It is universally acknowledged that the current crisis in law

enforcement and in the courts is attributable to drugs. Famity

court neglect and abuse petitions, the record setting hornicide

rate, felony filings and dispositional delays, and the

overburdening of the correctional systems are aII directly related

to drugs. The program seeks to address the plague of drug

addiction directly through nedical intervention and alternatives
to incarceration where possible, and by early intervention through

education to divert the young from the paths to drug abuse.

Finally, the program proposes economic assistance, particularly

through ernploynent of the young in an effort to provide rnotivation

to avoid the destruction of drugs. These proposals recognize that
criminal justice correction is limited in its ability to address

the underlying causes and the conditions stinulating criminal
behavior, and that a broader social strategy is needed if $re are

effectively to reduce crime rates.

THE COMMITTEEIS ORTECTIONS

In general, the Comnittee finds that the development of the

plan hras skewed by assurnptions about the benefits of increased

police presence intended to reassure the public frightened by an

increase in crime rates. While the committee does not pretend to

have expertise in policing strategies, the following assessment is
based upon representations to the committee made by persons who do
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have such expertise. These experts inforrned the committee that
there is no basis for assuming that this strategy will have any

impact upon the rate of crime in the streets. In fact, the

committee was told by police department sources that the plan

itself rnay have no appreciable impact upon street crime. In other

jurisdictions where the concept of community policing has had an

actual irnpact upon the crime rate in targeted areas, the community

policing strategy has been preceded by police saturation tactics
whereby an area is saturated with reinforced uniform patrols backed

up by increased detective and fugiÈive apprehension units. In this
strategy, the reinforced uniformed presence has a dramatic

irnmediate impact upon the rate of street crime. The detective

units remove the robbêry, honicide, drug recidivists and fugitives

from the cornmunity. The uniform patrols are maintained for a

period of tine and then gradually reduced as the community policing

strategy is implemented. This nethod is similar in design to
ttOperation Takebackrr, which was ef fectively ernployed during 1-990

in seven target precincts using 2oo police officers on overtime.

It v¡as the opinion of experts before the committee that this
strategy would be too costly to implement citywide.

The committee also finds that the motivation to augment the

numbers of police on the street determíned the formulation of the

baLance of the plan, without careful- regard to whether the other

components of the crimína1 justice system could adequately cope.

The committee was inforned that the plan was formulated solely upon

the basis of deploying a stated number of police officers. This
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results in a number of unfortunate consequences for the courts, for

corrections, and for other components of the crirninal justice

system.

Perhaps the most glaring deficiency in the plan is the failure

to relate its proposals to the capital expenditures necessary to

implernent them. This failure seems extraordinary in view of the

current financial crisis.

The plan does not address the dilemma of the courts. It is

universally recognized that the court system, which is largely

State financed, is burdened to the point of marginality. It has

been inordinately difficult to obtain adequate resources,

especially in terms of physical facilities and judicial personnel,

from the State Legislature to enable the courts to cope with the

present record levels of arrests and prosecutions. In fact, the

courts along with every other State agency are being required to

cut back. Without increased facilities, the judiciary will sinply

be unable expeditiously to address the addit,ional influx of cases

that wiII result frorn the criminal justice initiative. The plan

makes no provision for this increase. the City's Commissioner of

Corrections has been found in contempt by a federal judge for

failure to comply with outstanding judicial orders in regard to

conditions of postarraignment detention. The Appellate Division,

First Department, has unanimously held that arraignment within 24

hours is presumptively reguired. Many courts throughout the city

are convened in courtrooms of closet dirnensions, and the absence

of available space is one reason for the inability to increase the
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size of the judiciary to keep pace with ever increasing case loads.

The failure to provide resources to enable the judiciary adequately

to address the influx of new cases wiII inevitably result in
greater delay at aLl stages of the processing of these cases. This

will eventuate in increased numbers of pretrial detainees within

the city correctional syst,em whichr âs explained herein, rây lead

directly to the endangerment of the lj.ves of correctional officers
and inmates.

The Director of the Correctional Association characterized the

corrections aspect of the plan as rra march of folly". The current,

city innate population stands at a record high of 21,1000. This

represent,s a 3008 increase in the past decade, and exceeds the

current capacity of the corrections systen by L,000 innates. The

State correctional systen has increased its population by 90t in
eÍght years. It now stands at alrnost 601000t ot 125t of capacity,

despite a 1.5 billion dollar prison building progra¡n over the past

ten years. In response to the record increase in jail population,

the City Department of Correction recently obtained permission to

reduce the ninimum square foot,age per bed in dormitory style jails

[to 40 sq. ft. ] in order to create space for 750 new beds, and is
in the process increasing the ratio of inmates to guards to rnore

than 60:1.. Moreover, the co¡nnittee was informed that dormitory

style housing is unsafe both to inmates and to corrections

officers.
Single cell jails const,ruction on the scal.e contemplated by

the proposed plan wiII cost approxinately 200 ¡nillion dollars.
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This capital cost is not reflected in the program, and no provision

is made for raising the necessary revenue. The committee was

informed that there is doubt about locating the necessary space for
additional construction on Rikerrs Island, raising the prospect of

long delays in finding and obtaining approval of alternative
Iocationsi that the construction the proposal woul-d require is
ttphysically and bureaucratically irnpossiblerr to attain with safety

to officers and inmates; that the proposed operating costs for
correctional facilities under the plan were significantly under

estimated; and that the necessary speed with which new facilÍties
would have to be brought on line would not allow for adequate

training of corrections personnel and the pressure to recruit new

guards would likely result in less gualified candidates.

The committee concludes that to irnplement this proposal

without, significant revision will result in jail overcrohrding on

a scale not heretofore seen. The result will likely be a

deterioration of conditions of incarceration with resultant danger

to inmat,es and to corrections personnel. The committee was

informed that linitations of the facilities, inadequate training

and understaffing of guards and the increased delay in processing

cases will very likely result in group violence.

THE COMMITTEE I S RECOMMENDATIONS

Based upon the foregoing information, the committee urges the

State , in reviewíng the Cityts initiative, to find hrays to reduce

the population of State and city corrections facilities by all
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means consistent with the public safety. To this end, the

committee encourages the Legislature fully to fund the alternatives

to incarceration aspects of the cityrs prograrn.

In formulating its further recornmendations, the committee has

considered the foregoing and the following:

Until crack hit the streets in L985, the crime rate in our

city was significantly declining, including the bellwether robbery

rate, wtrich declined 2oZ from l,98L to L984. Since L987, the

robbery rate has increased L4Z, and homicide is at record levels.

Nonetheless, the percentage of State inmates convicted of violent

crime actually declined frorn 70å of the prison population in L982

to only 30å of the population in l-989, while the percentage of
j.nmates convicted of drug offenses increased by 800?. It is

estimated that 60å of the City jail population and 80? of the State

prison population is drug or alcohol addicted. Currently 22,ooo

inmates of the State prison system receive drug treatment. The

State Commissioner of Correction has stated that approxirnately L5å

of aII inmates are nonviolent drug offenders who could be treated

in residential drug treatment facilities at 6Oeo of the cost of

imprisonment and substantial reduction in the need for new prison

construction. The city is cornmendably in the process of developing

2l-,OoO new drug treatment slots over a five year period.

The existíng law makes the sale of any amount of crack a

felony. The average processing tirne for felonies is L93 days,

during which t,ime the defendant is detained in a city facility.
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Mandatory sentencing laws require that any person twice convicted

of a felony be sentenced to State prison. One inpact, of the TNT

program has been to create predicate drug felons, with view to

removing as many sellers of crack from the streets as possible.

According to the Correctional Association, the average TNT rrturn

around timer! between the f irst and second felony sales is 1-3 days.

The result has been the 8008 increase in the nonviolent drug

offender population of State prisons. An analysis by the Assembly

Corrections Committee indicates that there are as many as 600,000

drug users in New York city who sell small amounts of crack to

support their own drug habits. Many of these sellers are otherwise

enployed. Assemblyman Danie1 Feldman, chairman of the committee,

has proposed reforming the second felony offender law to give

judges greater flexibility in sentencing small scale drug sellers,

who are also addicted, to alternatives to incarceration. State

Commissioner of Corrections, Thomas Coughtin and Chief Judge Sol

Wachtler have made sinilar proposals.

Of the City jail population, TOeo are pretrial detainees. Of

these, 562 are under bail of less than $zsoo. This happens to be

the annual per capita cost of operat,ing day centers for intensive

supervision of probationers under a pilot, project being irnplernented

by the City Departrnent of Probation. This pilot project, in

keeping with the priorities of the proposed criminal justice

initiative, includes the coordination of access to social,

educational and employnent services for probationers within the
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program. Enrolles are required to report to the prograrn daily and

to spend eight hours on the premises.

Therefore the comrnittee makes the following recommendations:

L. That future policing strategies follow a community

policing model. The committee believes that more effective use

can be made of preventive strategies and that mass arrest

technigues tend to overburden the criminal justice system without

having a concomitant long-tenn irnpact on crime rates and,

therefore, are ultimately counterproductive.

2. That the drug epidernic be confronted squarely as a

medical as weII as a criminal justice problem, and that

consideration be given to strategies to divert the nonviolent drug

addicted offender from the crirninal justice systern. The comrnit,tee

urges that the City's initiative to provide 2l-,000 drug treatment

slots be fully funded, and that these slots be made available in

residential faciLities to those who would otherwise be

incarcerated. The conmittee suggests that consideration be given

t,o amending the second felony offender laws with regard to small

scale drug addicted sellers.

3. The committee suggests a project similar to the

Department of Probation model to serve as an effective alternative

to pretrial incarceration. Facilities would be maintained for

daily reporting and the presence of those not otherwise enployed

or who night otherwise be at risk of nonappearance could be

required. Failure to report would be a violation of the conditions

of release and could result in incarceration. The rrdetentiontl
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centers might at the same time function as resource referral
centers for those in need of emplolrment, medical or psychiatric,

social, housing or other serr¡ices that night have an inpact upon

criminal behavior. other alternatives might include an intensive

pretrial supervision program under the auspices of the Criminal

Justice Agency.
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